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Betts Spring Company was founded in 1868, in 
San Francisco. Through the pioneer days of the Old 
West, through the Great Earthquake of 1906, through 
two World Wars, and into the new millennium, Betts 
Spring has been owned and operated by six generations 
of the same American family. We have long been 
known for truck parts that improve vehicle safety and 
long-term performance. Innovative products,  
state-of-the-art manufacturing, and service to our 
customers has been a Betts trademark, now spanning 
three centuries.

We have always managed our business for  
long-term results... and long-term relationships with 
our customers. Our employees have always been key 
in achieving this goal, by realizing that our success is 
based on our customers’ success. Through training and 
progressive management, Betts empowers its team to 
provide outstanding products and service to our many 
business partners.

Betts Mud Flap Hangers exemplify this 
commitment. Each hanger is designed, manufactured 
and finished for unsurpassed performance and 
enhanced vehicle appearance. Betts is demanding 
about every detail... because rig operators are 
demanding about what goes on their trucks.

If you have questions about any of the Mud Flap 
Hangers or accessories in this catalog, please call us. 
We’ll be happy to assist you.

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM

A DIVISION OF BETTS SPRING COMPANY
VEHICLE COMPONENT MANUFACTURING

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM

Our Vision
To be recognized as the world’s leading 

manufacturer of suspension components, heavy 
duty truck parts, and accessories, that serves a 

diverse and wide range of customers.

Our Mission
The fundamental purpose of Betts Spring 

Company is to exceed our customers 
expectations with quality, responsiveness, 

innovation, value, and to provide cost effective 
products and services.

 We will pursue excellence in all that we do; in 
the value and safety of our products, our support 

services, our customer and associate relations, 
our competitiveness, and our profitability.

Exceeding our customers expectations is 
paramount and is the cornerstone of our success.

Building A Tradition Of Excellence Since 1868
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Limited Warranty
Betts Products are guaranteed for a period of one year from date of shipment against defects in materials or workmanship, 
provided these defects were not caused by improper application, abuse, accident, or improper installation. While Betts uses 
appropriate materials, finishes, and manufacturing processes for the transportation industry, flap hangers and related com-
ponents are known to serve in an abusive environment. Tangling with other truck components, abuse, vibration from rough 
roads, and impacts from debris are all likely during the lifetime of the products.
Defects arising from repairs made or attempted by parties other than the manufacturer are excluded from this warranty. 
Painted or powder coated parts are not guaranteed for cosmetic appearance or corrosion resistance. The cosmetic appearance 
of Bright Stainless Steel components are only guaranteed until time of installation. Service conditions can cause a decline in 
appearance. Maintenance and care are required to maintain the like-new condition.
Never attempt to repair a damaged flap hanger. Straightening can leave hidden cracks, which could eventually result in failure. 
Always follow the installation instructions provided. 
If the Buyer discovers a defect, he must report the defect in writing to Betts within thirty(30) days after discovery and on or 
before thirty(30) days after the expiration of the warranty period. If Betts finds uninstalled equipment to be defective, we will 
replace or repair it at no charge and bear the cost of transportation for the defective goods. Betts will not bear transportation 
costs for goods found defective in service. Except as provided in this warranty, Betts shall not be liable for labor, transporta-
tion, or any other expense required to repair or replace defective goods. Also excluded are any claims arising from loss of use, 
consequential damages, arising out of or caused by a defect of any goods sold to the Buyer, nor for any loss resulting from loss 
of use or resale. No other warranty is expressed or implied in any way, it being the intent of the parties to specifically disclaim 
the warranty of merchantability and the warranty of fitness.
At its own discretion, Betts reserves the right to alter or change specifications of its product, to make product improvements 
or changes as required by market conditions, without any special notice. Betts makes no warranty as to fitness for use or 
merchantability in event of these changes.



S
A
F
E
T
Y Betts is Safety Focused

Betts Spring Company believes that the safety of our 
customers comes first. Carefully read all safety and installation 
instructions enclosed with your Betts products before 
installation. For additional information, please contact us  
toll free at   
(800) 227-2192.

Flap  
Mounting Kit
Contains nuts, bolts 
and washers to 
mount one mud 
flap. Sold only in 
lots of 50 kits. 

B516

Standard . 6 4 0  B A r  T y p E   m u d  f l a p  h a n g e r s

Straight Bar 
These .640 square spring steel hangers, standard 
equipment on many new trucks, are the workhorse of 
the industry. Betts hangers are shot peened and painted 
to ensure long life. Hangers and mounting brackets are 
interchangeable to suit your application.

Kits include (2) B711 mounting brackets (unless 
otherwise specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable 
flap clips, (2) cotter pins, and mounting hardware for 
flap and bracket.

Angled Down 
These .640 square spring steel hangers accommodate close 
trailer hookups and prevent damage due to tangling with 
landing gear. Betts hangers are shot peened and painted 
to ensure long life. Hangers and mounting brackets are 
interchangeable to suit your application.

Kits include (2) B711 mounting brackets (unless 
otherwise specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable 
flap clips, (2) cotter pins, and mounting hardware for 
flap and bracket.

A23  
29.75"

a23r Single Hanger (Right)
a23L Single Hanger (Left)
B23 Kit

A25  
29.75"

a25r/L Single Hanger (Right or Left)
B25 Kit
a25rLB40 (see Bulk Displays below)

a25rLB90 (see Bulk Displays below)

A33
27.64"

a33r Single Hanger (Right)
a33L Single Hanger (Left)
B33 Kit

7.31"

A35
27.42"

a35r/L Single Hanger (Right or Left)
B35 Kit
a35rLB40 (see Bulk Displays below)

a35rLB80 (see Bulk Displays below)

7.31"
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For mud flap hangers without 
Conspicuity tape, Betts offers these light 
weight, aluminum, reflective Conspicuity 
Strips which meet the FMVS standard for 
retroreflective material. These conspicuity 
strips are designed to fit most popular 
straight or angled down mud flap hangers.
The RT25 and RT35 are sold in pairs.

Conspicuity Strips

rT25
rT35

Bulk Displays
The A25RLB40 and 
the A35RLB40 come 
in a small Betts barrel 
shown.  
The A25RLB90 and 
the A35RLB80 come 
in the large Betts 
barrel shown.

A25/A35

Betts strongly recommends the use of cotter pins 
with all bar-type hangers. Please note that cotter 
pins are only included in the kits.



Offset 
These .640 square spring steel hangers are designed to fit 
trucks with short frames and allow flexibility to position 
the flap where desired. Betts hangers are shot peened and 
painted to ensure long life.

Kits include (2) B711 mounting brackets (unless 
otherwise specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable 
flap clips, (2) cotter pins, and mounting hardware for 
flap and bracket.

Standard Mounting Brackets 
Betts one-piece, cast steel, heavy duty mounting brackets 
provide greater strength and longer life than metal-
stamped brackets. The brackets below are designed to fit 
all Betts Standard mud flap hangers. Mounting brackets 
reflect the same high quality finish as Betts hangers and 
are painted black to match hangers.

Kit includes 2 brackets and mounting hardware.

B600
B600r Single right
B600L Single left
K600 Kit

A29   5.5" Offset
29.75"

a29r Single Hanger (Right)
a29L Single Hanger (Left)
B29 Kit

A69   9" Offset
29.75"

a69r Single Hanger (Right)
a69L Single Hanger (Left)
B69 Kit

A39   5.5" Offset
27.63"

a39r Single Hanger (Right)
a39L Single Hanger (Left)
B39 Kit

7.31"

A79   9" Offset
27.63"

a79r Single Hanger (Right)
a79L Single Hanger (Left)
B79 Kit

7.31"

B650
B650 Single
K650 Kit

B711
B711 Single
K711 Kit

2.875"

4.625" OAL

2"

1.875"

2"

2.875" OAL

B1732
B1732 Single
K1732 Kit

2"
2"

3.625" OAL

3.313"

1.75"

4.625" OAL
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Straight Bar 
These .750 square spring steel hangers are among the strongest 
and most durable flap hangers on the market, designed to meet 
the heavy load of anti-spray flaps. Betts hangers are shot peened 
and painted to ensure long life. Hangers and mounting brackets 
are interchangeable to suit most applications.

Kits include (2) B700 mounting brackets (unless otherwise 
specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable flap clips, (2) 
cotter pins, and mounting hardware for flap and bracket.

Angled Down 
These .750 square spring steel hangers provide maximum 
durability, accommodate close trailer hookups and prevent 
damage due to tangling with landing gear. They are highly 
recommended for dollies. The special end-clip design on our 
B87 and B88 hangers helps prevent tear-outs and supports the 
entire flap.

Kits include (2) B700 mounting brackets (unless otherwise 
specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable flap clips, (2) 
cotter pins, and mounting hardware for flap and bracket.

A82
29.75"

a82r/L Single Hanger (Right or Left)
B82 Kit

A83
29.75"

a83r Single Hanger (Right)
a83L Single Hanger (Left)
B83 Kit

A81
27.42"

a81r/L Single Hanger (Right or Left)
B81 Kit

7.5"

A84
27.78"

a84r Single Hanger (Right)
a84L Single Hanger (Left)
B84 Kit

7.5"

A87
30.5"

a87r Single Hanger (Right)
a87L Single Hanger (Left)
B87 Kit

9.09"

A88   Mounts to rear frame

30.5"

a88r Single Hanger (Right)
a88L Single Hanger (Left)
B88 Kit

9.09"

*  B88 includes two B750 mounting brackets

Heavy Duty . 7 5 0  B A r  T y p E   m u d  f l a p  h a n g e r s
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Flap Mounting Kit
Contains nuts, bolts and washers to 
mount one mud flap. Sold only in 
lots of 50 kits. 

B516

For mud flap hangers without Conspicuity tape, Betts 
offers these light weight, aluminum, reflective Conspicuity 
Strips which meet the FMVS standard for retroreflective 
material. These conspicuity strips are designed to fit most 
popular straight or angled down mud flap hangers.
The RT25 and RT35 are sold in pairs.

Conspicuity Strips

rT25
rT35

A21   .750" round steel, bolts to frame

25.75"

a21r Single Hanger (Right)
a21L Single Hanger (Left)
B21 Kit (3.75" mounting end)
B21SPeC Kit (7.5" mounting end)

S
A
F
E
T
Y Betts is Safety Focused

Betts Spring Company believes that the safety of our 
customers comes first. Carefully read all safety and installation 
instructions enclosed with your Betts products before 
installation. For additional information, please contact us  
toll free at   
(800) 227-2192.



A90   12" Offset
27.64"

a90r Single Hanger (Right)
a90L Single Hanger (Left)
B90 Kit

7.5"

Offset 
These .750 square spring steel hangers provide maximum 
durability and are designed to fit trucks with short frames. They 
allow flexibility to position the flap where desired. Betts hangers 
are shot peened and painted to ensure long life.

Kits include (2) B700 mounting brackets (unless otherwise 
specified), (2) mud flap hangers, adjustable flap clips, (2) 
cotter pins, and mounting hardware for flap and bracket.

Heavy Duty Mounting Brackets 
Betts one-piece, cast steel, heavy duty mounting brackets 
provide greater strength and longer life than metal-
stamped brackets. The brackets below are designed to fit 
all Betts heavy duty mud flap hangers. Mounting brackets 
reflect the same high quality finish as Betts hangers and 
are painted black to match hangers.

Kit includes 2 brackets and mounting hardware.

A86   7" Offset
27.78"

a86r Single Hanger (Right)
a86L Single Hanger (Left)
B86 Kit

7.5"

B700
B700 Single
K700 Kit

2.875"

4" OAL

2"

B750
B750r Single (Right)
B750L Single (Left)
K750 Kit

3.25" OAL

2"
2"

a91r Single Arm (Right)
a91L Single Arm (Left)
B91 Kit*

A91   U.S. Patent #6,460,892
29.75"

14.63"

*  B91 kits also includes conspicuity required strips.  
the B91 is designed as a “mid-mount”. it holds 
the flap in the middle to give additional landing 
gear clearance. rigid plastic flaps (not included) 
are recommended with the B91.

B850
B850 Single
K850 Kit

3.313"

1.75"

4.625" OAL
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Betts strongly recommends the use of cotter pins 
with all bar-type hangers. Please note that cotter 
pins are only included in the kits.
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The Betts DirectFlex® System 
Delivers Improved performance and Durability  
you Can Count On
Imagine a product that would nearly eliminate the problems of lost or torn mud flaps or destroyed hangers 
from curb pinches. Gone are the expensive tickets for operating without mud flaps, and say goodbye to 
costly downtime for repairs. The NEW Betts DirectFlex® System sets a new industry standard for durability, 
directional flexibility, and value. The System is composed of two uniquely designed and manufactured 
components; the Betts DirectFlex® spring steel mud flap hanger and the ingeniously designed Betts 
ChannelFlap™. These two Betts innovations have come together into one smart system for today’s diverse 
trucking industry. The patented system has been ingeniously engineered to be light weight, more durable, 
and offers a greater value than any other spray suppression systems on the market today.

Betts DirectFlex® System 
DF25 and DF35
•  System far exceeds industry standards for durability and strength thus greatly reducing the need for flap 

and hanger replacements.
•  Revolutionary, patented concept in splash guard protection. Another Betts innovation that saves you 

costly down time. 
•  Constructed of high quality, non-welded, alloy spring steel – built tough to last.
•  Arm pre-fastened to mounting bracket with strong vibration resistant Huck® fasteners – giving you one 

of the strongest hanger connections on the road. 
•  Available in weather resistant powder coated or galvanized finish to ensure maximum corrosion 

protection and longer life.
•  Every DirectFlex® hanger is shot peened for increased durability and life span.
•  Integrated conspicuity (meets FMVS standards) saving you the expense and hassle of having to add 

additional conspicuity strips.
•  Easily retrofit to existing frame bracket hole pattern – making for an easy installation, without additional  

frame drilling.  
•  Available in straight and angled versions – offering the perfect solution to your turning clearance needs.
•  ChannelFlap™ mounting hardware creates a strong compression fit to hanger – increasing the strength 

of the connection by more than 300%.
•  Innovative reinforced channel design in light weight / heavy duty poly ChannelFlap™ which will 

provide maximum strength you can count on.
•  Custom Logo imprints available on the ChannelFlap™ – allowing you an opportunity to advertise your 

company name and logo.

US PATENT # 6,827,372

End Costly Downtime, Expense 
& Tickets For Mud Flap Damage 
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DirectFlex® Spring Steel 
Mud Flap Hanger
• Vibration resistant Huck® fasteners for 

long life

• High quality alloy spring steel. 
Available in weather resistant powder 
coated or galvanized finish 

• DirectFlex® accepts standard 
mud flaps as well as Directflex® 
ChannelFlap™

Betts DirectFlex® System  
ChannelFlap™
• Reinforced ChannelFlap™ Provides 

Maximum Strength And Durability

• The DirectFlex® System exceeds 
the needs of today's diverse trucking 
industry

• Integrated Conspicuity

• Available in heavy duty, light weight 
poly material

DF35

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM
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Bolt patterns

or

A B
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DirectFlex®  Straight Arm

Mounting Hole 
Center To Center 

Dimension

Horizontal 
Frame
Hole

Pattern

Vertical 
Frame
Hole

Pattern
Mounting Bolt

Size
Overall
Length

Dimension

Kit Part Number

1.12” ●   1/2" 25” DF2525G-941*
1.12” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-941
1.18” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-941
1.88” ●  7/16" 30.25” DF25PB-901
2.00” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-951
2.50” ●  1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-941
2.88” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-931
3.31” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF25PB-941

ChannelFlap™

Dimension Material Color Part Number

24" x 24” Poly Black CF25RL24PB
24" x 30” Poly Black CF25RL30PB
24" x 36” � Poly Black CF25RL36PB

Straight Arm

A B

Use the following steps to determine the correct DirectFlex® Part Number: Use the following steps to determine the correct 
ChannelFlap™ Part Number:
➊ Select mud flap top to bottom dimension.
➋ Find ChannelFlap™ part number.

➊ Select the style of hanger.
➋ Measure and select the mounting 

hole center to center dimension  
(column A).

➌ Determine the bolt hole orientation:  
Horizontal or Vertical.

➍ Select the overall length 
desired (column B).

➎ Select kit part number.

How to use
the tables
below

� Special Order; call for availability.

Kits include (2) mud flap hangers pre-assembled to mounting 
brackets using Huck® Fasteners and mounting hardware for 

flap and bracket as well as integrated conspicuity.

* Galvanized arm; conspicuity not included.

DF25 Kit Contents



Bolt patterns

or

A B

DirectFlex®  Angled Arm

Mounting Hole 
Center To Center 

Dimension

Horizontal 
Frame
Hole

Pattern

Vertical 
Frame
Hole

Pattern
Mounting
Bolt Size

Overall
Length

Dimension
Kit Part Number

1.12” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-941
1.18” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-941
1.88” ●   7/16" 30.25” DF35PB-901
2.00” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-951
2.50” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-941
2.88” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-931
3.31” ●   1/2" 30.25” DF35PB-941

ChannelFlap™

Dimension Left Right Material Color Part Number

24" x 24” ● Poly Black CF35LH24PB
24" x 24” ● Poly Black CF35RH24PB
24" x 30” ● Poly Black CF35LH30PB
24" x 30” ● Poly Black CF35RH30PB
24" x 36” � ● Poly Black CF35LH36PB
24" x 36” � ● Poly Black CF35RH36PB

A B
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Angled Arm

� Special Order; call for availability.

Kits include (2) mud flap hangers pre-assembled to mounting 
brackets using Huck® Fasteners and mounting hardware for flap 

and bracket as well as integrated conspicuity.

DF35 Kit Contents

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM
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Straight Arm 
These steel hangers spring back after impact every time. 
Precision cut, robotically welded end caps for durability, 
radiused ends to minimize flap tears, and contoured 
finished appearance are just a few ways Betts improves this 
common industry hanger style with uncommon styling. 
Available in black carbon steel or in bright, mirror finish 
stainless steel.

10

B

A

Mounting Hole Center To 
Center Dimension

Length Carbon 
Steel

Stainless 
Steel

Conspicuity 
Tape Quantity Kit Part  

Number

1.12” 30.25” ● YES Set (2) B50 
1.12” 30.25“ ● YES Single M50
1.12” 30.25“ ● YES Set  (2) B50S
1.12” 30.25” ● YES Single M50S

1.18” 28.00” ● YES Set (2) B5728
1.18” 28.00” ● YES Single M5728
1.18” 28.00” ● NO Set (2) B5728NT
1.18” 30.25” ● YES Set (2) B57   
1.18” 30.25“ ● YES Single M57
1.18” 30.25” ● NO Set (2) B57NT
1.18” 30.25” ● YES Set (2) B57S
1.18” 30.25” ● YES Single M57S  

A B

Spring Loaded m u d  f l a p  h a n g e r s

Tapered Arm 
Betts offers the tapered arm in black carbon steel, or in a 
bright, mirror finish stainless steel. The tapered arm also 
can be purchased with a lamp mount housing welded to 
the end for use with clearance lights. See page 12.

B

A

Mounting Hole Center To 
Center Dimension

Length Carbon 
Steel

Stainless 
Steel

Conspicuity 
Tape Quantity Kit Part  

Number

2.5” 30.25” ● NO Set (2) B7
2.5“ 30.25” ● YES Single M7
2.5” 30.25” ● NO Set (2) B7S
2.5” 30.25” ● YES Single M7S

BA

Use the following steps to determine the correct Part Number:
➊ Select the style of hanger.
➋ Measure and select the mounting hole center to 

center dimension (column A).
➌ Select the overall length desired (column B).

➍ Choose between black carbon steel or 
stainless steel.

➎ Choose with or without conspicuity.
➏ Select quantity.
➐ Select kit part number.

How to use
the tables
below

Kits include mud flap hanger(s) with mounting hardware for flap and hanger.

Kits include mud flap hanger(s) with mounting hardware for flap and hanger.



B

A

Angled Down 
These steel hangers provide all the benefits of the 
Straight Arm style, but with additional clearance for 
landing gear. These hangers have set new standards for 
performance and durability. Available in black carbon 
steel or in a bright, mirror finish stainless steel.

Mounting Hole 
Center To Center 

Dimension
Length Height Carbon 

Steel
Stainless 

Steel
Conspicuity 

Tape Quantity Kit Part  
Number

1.12” 31.25” 13.5" ● YES Set (2) B60
1.12” 31.25“ 13.5" ● YES Single M60
1.12” 31.25“ 13.5" ● YES Set  (2) B60S
1.12” 31.25” 13.5" ● YES Single M60S

1.18” 28.00” 13.5" ● YES Set (2) B6728
1.18” 28.00” 13.5" ● YES Single M6728
1.18” 30.25” 13.5" ● YES Set (2) B67   
1.18” 30.25“ 13.5" ● YES Single M67
1.18” 30.25” 13.5" ● NO Set (2) B67NT
1.18” 30.25” 13.5" ● YES Set (2) B67S
1.18” 30.25” 13.5" ● YES Single M67S  

2.5” 30.25” 13.5" ● YES Set (2) B68
2.5“ 30.25” 13.5" ● YES Single M68

 

A B
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For mud flap hangers without Conspicuity tape, Betts 
offers these light weight, aluminum, reflective Conspicuity 
Strips which meet the FMVS standard for retroreflective 
material. These conspicuity strips are designed to fit most 
popular straight or angled down mud flap hangers.
The RT25 and RT35 are sold in pairs.

Conspicuity Strips

Flap Mounting Kit
Contains nuts, bolts and washers to 
mount one mud flap. Sold only in 
lots of 50 kits. 

B516

rT25
rT35

C

C

S
A
F
E
T
Y Betts is Safety Focused

Betts Spring Company believes that the safety of our 
customers comes first. Carefully read all safety and installation 
instructions enclosed with your Betts products before 
installation. For additional information, please contact us  
toll free at   
(800) 227-2192.

Kits include mud flap hanger(s) with mounting hardware for flap and hanger.
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Lighted m u d  f l a p  h a n g e r s
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LT97S  Incandescent Lamps
LT98S  L.E.D.'s (shown)
LT97HS  Without Lamps

15.75"

30.25"

2.5"

NEW TECH-TEN SySTEM
Betts new TECH-TEN spring 

tension system allows safe 
and easy replacement of the 
powerful springs, using only 

simple tools.

US Patent # 6,443,492

LT76S  Incandescent Lamps
LT77S  L.E.D.'s (shown)
LT77HS  Without Lamps

30.25"

Lt76S Kit
mt76Sr Single Hanger (Right)
mt76SL Single Hanger (Left)

Lt77S Kit 
mt77Sr Single Hanger (Right)
mt77SL Single Hanger (Left)

Lt77HS Kit 
mt77HSr Single Hanger (Right)
mt77HSL Single Hanger (Left)

a10SPr Replacement Spring

  Kits include (2) stainless steel mud flap hangers, Group 60 lamps and grommets, wiring harnesses for Stop/tail/turn, and mounting hardware for flap 
and hanger.

* Lamps and grommets are not included.
**  these hangers use two a10SPr springs per arm and are specifically designed for easy and safe replacement of springs.

*

**

2.5"

LT9S Lamp shown for reference only –  
not included with hanger

31.5"

2.5"

Lt9S Kit
mt9S Single Hanger (Right or Left)

a7SPr Replacement Spring

   Kits include (2) stainless steel mud flap hangers with lamp 
mount housing(s) and mounting hardware for flap and hanger.

* includes Conspicuity Strip.
**  this hanger uses one a7SPr spring per arm and is specifically 

designed for easy and safe replacement of the spring.

*

**

Flap Hangers with clearance lamps have become popular 
in many applications. They provide improved vehicle 
visibility and driver convenience when maneuvering 
the tractor at night. Betts is the first company to provide 
a flap hanger with a stainless clearance lamp housing, 
giving improved corrosion resistance over common 
chrome lamp holders.

The LT9S provides increased length over the Betts B7S. 
The end user is responsible for checking his frame and 
axle width to ensure that the flap hanger and lamp meet 
legal vehicle width requirements.

Betts welded lamp housing is an industry exclusive.

Lt97S Kit
mt97Sr Single Hanger (Right)
mt97SL Single Hanger (Left)

Lt98S Kit
mt98Sr Single Hanger (Right)
mt98SL Single Hanger (Left)

Lt97HS Kit
mt97HSr Single Hanger (Right)
mt97HSL Single Hanger (Left)

a10SPr Replacement Spring

*

**

S
A
F
E
T
Y Betts is Safety Focused

Betts Spring Company believes that the safety of our 
customers comes first. Carefully read all safety and installation 
instructions enclosed with your Betts products before 
installation. For additional information, please contact us  
toll free at   
(800) 227-2192.



Special Lengths

Custom Manufacturing
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Conspicuity requirements
For mud flap hangers without integrated 
Conspicuity tape, Betts offers light weight, 
aluminum, reflective Conspicuity Strips which 
meet the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 
for retroreflective material. Conspicuity Strips 
may be used with a variety of hanger types for 
aftermarket application. They are packaged in 
pairs and easy to install.

The Conspicuity Law 

All tractors built after July 1, 1997 must use reflective material 
on rear fenders or horizontal hangers supporting mud flaps. 
D.O.T. (FMVSS 108)

Red and white 
reflective tape or 

reflectors must be 
applied to horizontal 
hangers supporting 

mud flaps

White, L-shaped 
reflectors must be 

applied to the upper 
corners of the cab or 

sleeper box

Coiled Springs

Betts’ technology and commitment to customer satisfaction 
allows us to efficiently provide special flap hangers, torsion bars, 
custom colors, metal fabrications, and custom springs. Contact 
1-800-227-2192 for technical assistance.

Special Order 
Custom Colors

Custom Springs and torsion Bars

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM
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B600

LT97S
LT98S (L.E.D’s)

Mud Flap Hanger Quick Reference Guide

Barrels Fastener Kits

A25RLB90

A35RLB80
A25RLB40

A35RLB40

Castings
B700

B750
B1732

B711
B650

B850

B516

Spring Loaded

Lighted

LT77S 
LT76S (Incandescent Lamps) 

LT9S

B68

B67NT

RT35

B57NT

RT25

B7S
B7 (Black)

B67

B57

Heavy Duty

B82

B83

B81

B84

B88

B87

B86 7" Offset

B91

B35

Standard

Conspicuity Strips

B21

B23

B25

B33

B29 5.5" Offset

B39 5.5" Offset

B69 9" Offset

B79 9" Offset

QR-1 / Quick Reference Guide

Above part numbers are kits that will include 

(2) hangers, (2) mounting brackets, and hardware. 

Bar style will also include mud flap mounting hardware.

(Sold in pairs. No 

mounting hardware)

(L.E.D.’s)

For more information, contact:

Betts Spring Company 

2867 South Maple Avenue

Fresno, California 93725

559/498-3304  Fax 559/498-8615

Toll Free 800/227-2192

www.bettsspr
ing.com

B67S (Stainless)

B57S (Stainless)

DirectionalFlexibilitySystem

DIRECTFLEX ®

Durable / Damage ResistantDirectional Flexibility
Lighter Weight
Integrated Conspicuity

Fits All Standard Bolt PatternsImproved Clearance
Lower Cost
Theft Resistant

Products for the 21st Century

Introducing...

B68 (2.5" Mounting)

RT25

RT35

B7S

B57NT

DF35
Angled

DF25
Straight

B67NT

B516

LT9S

B57S

B67S

B57 & B5728

B67 & B6728

LT97S
LT98S (L.E.D.’s)

Conspicuity Strips

Spring Loaded Hangers

See your Betts catalog for exact specifications or call  1-800-227-2192

Betts. Better.
Since 1868

B82

B83

B81

B84

B79

B69

B39

B25

B23

B21

B86

Heavy Duty Hangers

Standard Bar Hangers

B29

LT77S (L.E.D.’s)LT76S 

(Sold in pairs. No mounting hardware)

Above part numbers are kits that will include (2) hangers, (2) mounting brackets, and hardware. Bar style will also include mud flap mounting hardware.

B35

B33

B88
Special Rear Mount              

B87

CM-1 / Counter Mat

A DIVISION OF BETTS SPRING COMPANY

VEHICLE COMPONENT MANUFACTURING
A Legend in Tradition anA Legend in Tradition and Serviced ServiceSM

Mud Flap Hangers
Mounting Brackets Conspicuity Strips 

Custom Manufacturing

Mud Flap Hangers
Mounting Brackets Conspicuity Strips 

Custom Manufacturing

Uncommon
Quality.

Superior
Service.

Delivery You 
Can Count On.

Marketing Literature
Betts has created a complete line of new marketing literature 
to help you increase sales. Attractive and informative, these 
pieces will help you and your customers understand Betts total 
commitment to better design, better manufacturing, and better 
finishing. Our marketing literature is just one more way we show 
you… better service.

Full Line Catalog
Cat-1
Cat-2/SP Spanish Version

You're reading this one, but you 
may need more. Just let us know.

Betts Quick 
reference Guide
Qr-1

This two-sided Quick 
Reference Guide is a 
convenient reference for 
mailing or posting. Allows a 
quick visual reference to our 
part numbers.

Betts Counter Mat
Cm-1

Protect your counter, and 
increase point of purchase sales 
with this attractive and useful 
counter mat.



Betts Spring Stool
SprING INTO COMFOrT!!  
Your Customers and Your Team deserve the best! Now from Betts 
Spring Company and Coiled Concepts comes the “Hard-Line Coil” 
series of unique, comfortable seats. These rugged and handsome 
stools represent the durable, heavy duty quality for which Betts has 
been known for over 130 years and will make a similar statement 
about your business. Available in two sitting heights and in standard 
and custom coil and seat colors; custom logos can be developed 
and screen printed onto a Naugahyde vinyl seat cushion. Betts – A 
Legend in Tradition and Service – And Now Comfort!

15

Color Overall 
Height

Part  
Number

RED 19" SHORTRED
BLACK 19" SHORTBLACK
RED 31" TALLRED
BLACK 31" TALLBLACK

A Legend in Tradition and ServiceSM
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dr-1
Steel display rack displays 
up to six Betts hangers  
and/or Conspicuity Strips. 
Measures 32"wide by  
73 5/8"tall by 18 1/4"deep.

Merchandising Displays

dr-2
Steel display rack displays 
up to three Betts hangers 
and/or Conspicuity Strips. 
Measures 32"wide by 
43"tall by 18 1/4"deep.

directFlex® and 
ChannelFlap™
Merchandising Display

dr-rt
Displays up to 40 
Conspicuity Strips. 
Measures 17"wide by  
45 3/4"tall by 12"deep.

18 1/4"

18 1/4"

43"

32"

73 5/8"

12"

45 3/4"

17"

Available 
Spring 2006

32"
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Betts Distribution Centers

The Sloan Company
4605 Old Denton Road
Fort Worth, TX 76117
817-485-1252
fax  817-656-4702

Certified Logistics
5088 South Royal Atlanta Drive
Tucker, GA 30084
770-934-5117
fax  770-938-0956

Kenakore Solutions
487 J Street
Perrysburg, OH 43551
800-227-2192
fax  559-498-8615

Truckers Warehouse
61 Willett Street
Passaic, NJ 07055
973-815-0770
fax  973-815-0771

2867 South Maple Ave
Fresno, CA 93725
559-498-3304
fax  559-498-8615
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